AbBtrect. It is shown that ftoatq point (or integer) multiplication can' be reduced to the evalution of a very large class of functions including most of the nontrivial functions used in practice. That means that whenever any such function can be evaluated by boolean circuits of size 8(0) , then multiplication can be done with circuits of size 0(8(n». as well.
by Newton iteration which gives the iteration formula (6) tt ...1 = • (t i ) = 2t t -%t i 2 In order to compute .!... for a given input x, find the ro,ot z of the function which is O(M(n» if M is smooth. So sq, mul, and rec (also division) are functions which are eomputatiDnally equivalent i. e. pairwise reducible to each other.
In [A3] , [A4] it has been shown that many more functions belong to this group, in fact. all a.lgebra.ic functions, which are not linear. This class of functions contains e.g. all polynomials. rational functions, roots of any order etc.
can be shown by the following
For some nonalgebraic (transcendental.) functions like the trigonometric functions, the exponential function, logarithm etc. it is not known, if they can be reduced to multiplication. Brent has shown in [B2} that they can be evaluated with an additional log n-factor. Le. if there exist circuits of size M (n) for multiplication. then anyone of those functions can be done with circuit size O(M (n) log n). On the other hand multiplication can be reduced to anyone of them (cf. [A3] ). This formula can be evaluated using multiplications. Because of the quadratic convergence of Newton iteration approximately log 11. iteration steps are necessary to get n correct bits of the result. This would give an O(M(n) log n) algorithm. where M(n) is the complexity of multiplication. But, since in the i-th step of the iteration only about 2" bits are correct anyway, it suffices to do the multiplications in that step with 2 i -bit numbers. This results in an algorithm of complexity (5) rec~mul reduction: (4) Since, for example, addition, subtraction, and multiplication with rational constants can be done with linearly many operations, which is a trivial lower bound for any of the functions considered here. we consider constantly many of these operations as "free".
For multiplication the asymptotically best algorithm known needs 0(11. log 71, log 101 71,) boolean operations ( [SSt] ).
This paper is concerned with r8ciu.ctitJns of arithmetic functions to each other.
A function f is called r8cfucible to a function g, (f~g) , it! for any smooth function M : If I can be computed with complexity M(n) then f can be computed with complexity O(M(n».
All the reductions in this paper will be constructive. In fact, they are even uniform (cf. [Bo] ) in the sense that if 1 :!Ii: g, the circuit for f can be .generated from the one for I in logarithmic space. Some of these reductions arf:' trivial or have been known before (cf. [AHU] ).
For all a < 1 there exists a fJ < 1 with
This paper is concerned with the complexity of evaluating arithmetic functions like multiplication. division. sqare root etc.. We assume that the input of algorithms evaluating such functions is given in binary floating point representation. The problem size is defined as the number n of bits of the mantissa: algorithms are supposed to produce the result with a mantissa of n significant bits, as well. It is always. assumed that the number of bits of the exponent is not greater than the number of bits of the mantissa. So for the functions looked at in this paper the operations on the exponent do not contribute significantly to the algorithms' complexity.
The results of this paper hold for boolean circuit size as complexity measure; but they also apply to other complexity measures M(n), provided that M is sufficiently smooth, i.e. This paper shows that, in fact, multiplication, and therefore all algebraic functions, can be reduced to a very large class of nonlinear functions over the real numbers containing most of the functions used in practice, like e.g. all the functions mentioned above.
can be reduced to f and gives the iteration 
Lemma 1:
Let f be a root, g a function with
Assume that if P> 0, the domains of g and f include the interval [O,t) for some E > 0 , if fJ < 0 they include [c ,00) for some c E: R. .
In order to prove the theorem we use two lemmas. The first one is about roots i. e. functions of the form / (z) =ax" ,where a is some real and Cl some rational number.
there exists a d~0 with II'" (t) I~d. for alL t e: U'. Now we are ready to sketch the proof of the ma.in theorem:
Then there exists a rationa.l number c e: U' with f"(c) "#-
O.
By Taylor's Theorem we have for all x E: U'-c :
.
x 2 g(x):= I(x+c) =J{c) + x/'(c) + T'''{c) + 0(:z:3)
Since the second derivative f" of f is not constantly 0 in U, and the third derivative f l f ' is continuous, there exists an open U' C U such that f" is not constantly 0 in U' and f'" is bounded in U', i.e. g{z) =l(z)(1+0(%~» for some (J~0 . . (7) Proof sketch:
2-
Let ! (x) = a..x q with integers p,q.. Then for any integer k, I (x 2 kq ) =2 q I (x ) and therefore has the same manti.ssa as f(x). The idea is-now to compute g (.x2 kq ) where the absolute value of k is large enough, such that the O-t.erm in (7) does not affect the first n significant digits~ny more. So g (x 2 kq ) and ./ (z 2 kq ) c?incide on these digits and we can use an algorithm for g In order to evaluate f. Note, that k needs to be negative if (J>O and positive if (j<O. A detailed analysis shows that. gi~en x, the computation of the right k as well as the manIpulations on the exponent can be done with linearly many boolean operations.
Obviously 9~f ,since c is rational and hence can be det-ermined up to n bits with complexity O(n). So for
h(x)=g(x)-f(c)
we have: Although the proof is completely constructive, some of the reductions are rather complicated in the general case. The main reason for that is, that the constants f{c), f'(c), and f"(c) are possibly hard to compute or not at all. So we have to use some tricks to get rid or-these constants. For some particular functions these constants are rational, which simplifies the reductions essentially. For example, if we choose f = exp, the exponential function, and c = 0, we get 2(e.xp (x) -x -1) = :z: 2( 1 + 0 (x » Proof:
The function 9 (:J: ,y) = azy can be reduced to f by t.he scheln.e of formula (3). Then" given x E: R , x~O , t{t) = 2t -a 2 zt 2 =2t -9 (z '/ (t» which gives an easy reduction of squaring to exp ror arguments close to 0, a condition which can always be satisfied by "scaling" the argument appropriately, as has been done in Lemma 1.
